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APÂ® ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION The College Board. 15 minutes to read the sources and 40 minutes
to write; the essay, therefore, For the purposes of scoring, synthesis means referring to sources to develop a.

The one true destination that human kind seeks out time and time again is gradually shifting from its old role
of dream, to near reality. This shows that what space exploration does for the economy far exceeds what is put
in. The money that is spent on such programs disperses back into the economy and provides countless jobs
Source A. For instance, as noted in Source D, "infectious diseases-such as rubella, whooping cough, and
pneumococcal pneumonia-that once killed and disabled millions of people are now prevented by vaccines.
Lastly, we must preserve the solar system Source E. A mere summary of what is provided will not earn you an
upper-range score. Without taking into consideration these vital topics, space exploration plans collapse.
When making decisions on future voyages, NASA should continue to promote economic efficiency and take
serious caution regarding the human and biological risks. In the argument essay, your data will be the reading,
observation, and experience. Humans have too exploited the natural resources of the beautiful earth we live on
resulting in the extinction of species and soil erosion Source E. In order to prevent the cosmos from regressing
to the same state of decay as Earth, humanity must take initiatives to stand still while assessing their actions
before proceeding to change the universe. Commentary B. Reading II. Commentary E. Avoid 1 st person
except when using personal experience. Manufacturers, doctors, teacher, scientists, engineers, etc. Intro I.
Personal Experience A. Reading- you are expected touse examples from things your have read to support your
stance on the quote. One thing that I did well in this essay was providing my own commentary. Data 3 F. I do
not think that the issue of international cooperation should be seriously considered. The NIH has proved that
time and time again it can help improve the nation's health. In the following paragraphs, I provided evidence
from the sources to support my reasoning. It is evident that this foundation has an extremely positive benefit to
human kind. Observation A. All future space exploration decisions must continue this economically efficient
trend. It took me awhile to learn that the information from the sources means nothing unless you interpret it in
your own way. Jeff Liu Period 5 The concept of advanced space has dwelt within the confines of human
thought for decades. A difficulty I have had all year with synthesis essays has been using the sources properly.
Argumentative Synthesis on Space Exploration Space exploration has always been a fascinating topic for the
American public. Reflection: For me, the synthesis essay comes the most naturally. However on the contrary,
many of us also know about the Challenger tragedy of the s that killed all space-goers on board.


